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We classify both the finite and infinite characters of the inductive limit symplectic 
group G. An important feature of our technique is the systematic use of a 
multiplicative structure on an “ordered completion” of the &-group for the group 
C*-algebra A of G. We also give explicit examples of the K-theory for certain 
primitive quotients of A. 1 19X7 Academic Press. Inc 
The representation theory of approximately finite-dimensional (AF) C*- 
algebras has been successfully applied to the study of the representation 
theory of inductive limit groups. which may not be necessarily locally com- 
pact. This possibility was developed by Stratila and Voiculescu in [ 16, 171 
in their studies on U(co), the inductive limit of the classical unitary groups 
U(n). Among the contributions of Stratila and Voiculescu was the 
“dynamical system” approach to the construction of representations of AF- 
algebras. As a consequence, there is a connection between factor represen- 
tations of AF-algebras and ergodic theory. Building on the K-theory 
approach to AF-algebras of Elliot [S], Vershik and Kerov showed that 
K,,(C*(G)). where G is the infinite symmetric group, admits a ring structure 
compatible with its order. They showed that the finite factor traces of G 
correspond exactly to the multiplicative homomorphisms of the &-ring 
into R. The ring structure on the &-group of AF-algebras was indepen- 
dently developed in Wassermann’s thesis [22]. 
* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant 
MCS 8 1 X14840. 
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The main purpose of our work is to develop a ring structure for 
&(C*(G)), where G is the infinite symplectic group, and investigate its 
consequences for the classification of finite and infinite characters. We now 
briefly summarize our results. In Section 1, we reduce the classification of 
the finite characters of the infinite symplectic group to the classification of 
the finite characters of U(co) satisfying additional symmetry requirements. 
We also state the branching rules for the symplectic group and emphasize 
their close connection to that of the unitary group [12]. In Section 2, we 
classify the primitive ideals of the infinite symplectic group and give a 
careful presentation of its dynamical system which emphasizes its differen- 
ces from that of a locally finite group. We next introduce, in Section 3, a 
Riesz ring .!8 associated to the infinite symplectic group which we treat as 
an “ordered completion” of its &-group. For certain primitive ideals, 
which we call locally finite, their &-ring is isomorphic to the 
corresponding quotient of B. We also single out primitive ideals J whose 
quotient Riesz ring R admits no positive zero-divisors. These we call 
integral. We show later (6.5) that J is the kernel of a finite normal represen- 
tation if and only if J is integral. Type I primitive quotients A are studied in 
Section 4. We show that A is stably isomorphic to a quotient of U(co). 
Using this result, we prove that K,(A) is isomorphic to a lexicographic 
direct sum of L over a finite ordered set of signatures. By example, we show 
that this order is effectively computable. 
The connection between infinite characters and the ring structure on 9 is 
given in Section 5. Roughly speaking, we show that the ideal of definition 
of a faithful infinite character must admit a trivial ring structure. This result 
is applied in Section 6 to the classification problem of infinite characters. 
By exploiting the non-uniqueness of the ring structure on a Riesz ring 
which admits no finite faithful positive homomorphisms, we reduce the 
classification problem to the study of primitive quotients formed by a 
primitive ideal which is the largest non-integral primitive ideal contained in 
a given integral primitive ideal. These ideas simplify much of the detailed 
analysis we gave in [3]. One immediate consequence of this classification 
is the Pukanszky-Green correspondence [ 14, 71, between the primitive 
ideal space and the space of quasi-equivalence classes of normal represen- 
tations is surjective. In Section 7, we consider the primitive quotient A 
which corresponds to representations of the infinite symplectic group in the 
antisymmetric tensors. We show that K,,(A) is isomorphic to the ring of 
polynomials Z[n] with the strict ordering on the interval (0, $1. Thus, A is 
stably isomorphic to the SU(2)-invariant subalgebra of the CAR [ 11, 
whose representation theory has recently been developed. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We briefly recall the construction of the symplectic group Sp(2n) on @In. 
Sp(2n) is the group consisting of all TE U(2n), the unitary group on @I”, 
such that T preserves the non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form, 
B(X, Y) = (x, 9’) - (x’, j), 
where X = I @ x’, Y = y 0~’ are vectors from @*” = @” @ C3”, ( ., ) denotes 
the usual hermitian inner product on @“, and .% denotes the vector obtained 
from x by complex conjugation. It is immediate that there is a copy of U(n) 
contained within Sp(2n), where u E U(n) is identified with ii E U(2n), with 
iiX= ux@ Ux. With this imbedding of U(n) in Sp(2n), the standard choice 
of the maximal torus of U(n) will yield a maximal torus cT, of Sp(2n). In 
fact, we have 
Let .iy denote an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space with a 
fixed orthonormal basis {e,},3=, Then Sp( co), the infinite symplectic group, 
is defined as the subgroup of U( cc ), where U(m) is built over .X @ X, 
whose elements preserve the analogue of the non-degenerate skew-sym- 
metric bilinear form B given above. With this construction, Sp( co) = 
U,:m=, Sp(2n); moreover, there is a natural copy of a U( ‘x)) lying inside 
Sp( ~1) and another copy of a U( CO ) that contains Sp( co ). 
We now describe the collection of conjugacy classes of Sp( cc ). First, we 
consider the finite-dimensional situation. The conjugacy class of TE Sp(2n), 
written [T], is uniquely determined by its intersection with the maximal 
torus .‘?;,. In fact, this intersection is a finite set. The conjugacy class [T] 
may also be described as the orbit of t E [T] n .T;, under the action of the 
Weyl group of $42~). More precisely, let t = (z, ,..., z,,, 3, ,..., 5,). The Weyl 
group W,, acts on t in either of two ways: 
(a) if r~ E S(n), the symmetric group on n letters, then 
IT’(Z I,...) zn,L. ,,..., ~,~)=(zn~l(,) )...) z, ‘(Ill 3 “(T - -‘(I),...? =” I(,,) 3 1 
(b) if r = (t, ,..., t,,) E (Z2)‘1, set T,(z;) = zr, if t, = 1, = Zi otherwise. We 
have 
z.t=(rl(z1), . . . . z,,(z,), z,(Z,),..., 5,,(2,)). 
Hence, the Weyl group W, is the semidirect product of S(n) with (Z2)n. 
We let Conj(Sp(2n)) denote the collection of all conjugacy classes. 
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Following Voiculescu [19] we introduce a certain binary operation +. 
Define 
+: Conj(Sp(2m)) x Conj(Sp(2n)) + Conj(Sp(2m + 2n)) 
where [r] is the conjugacy class in Sp(2m + 2n) which is determined 
by t=(t,, I~)EY~+~, t, EY,l,ln [7’,], t,EFnn [T&J. Under +, 
%? = u,“=O Conj(Sp(2n)) forms a graded commutative monoid with unit. 
This additive structure on %? induces a binary opertion on Conj(Sp(co)) as 
follows. Let Z, be the canonical injection of Sp(2n) into Sp( co ) and let .I, 
denote the left inverse of Z, from the Range of Z, onto Sp(2n). Finally, let 
i,Jm <n) denote the injection of Sp(2m) into Sp(2n). Let Z,*, .Z,*, and iz,, 
denote the corresponding maps on conjugacy classes. Then, for [T, ] and 
[T,] from Conj(Sp(a)), there is an integer N sufliciently large such that 
CT,], [Tr]~ZgConj(Sp(2N)). We define CT,]+ [r,] as Jz(Zz[T,] + 
I:[ T2]). This definition is independent of the appropriate choice of N. The 
technical advantage of our introduction of an algebraic structure in con- 
jugacy classes compared with Voiculescu’s [ 193 is that the above definition 
will also work for the other classical groups - U( co ), SO( cc ), and SJJ( cc ). 
We now address the principal aim of this section which is to classify the 
finite characters of Sp( co ). Recall that for a topological group G, we define 
a finite character p to mean a continuous normalized extreme central 
positive-definite function on G. Voiculescu [19] has given a necessary and 
sufficient condition to test for finite characters, provided that the monoid 
structure on conj(G) gives rise to an involutive (Banach) convolution 
algebra I,(conj(G)). The same reasoning as in [ 19) shows that the con- 
volution algebra I,(conj(Sp(cc 1) is an involutive Banach algebra where the 
involution is induced from the mapping: conj( g) H conj( g-- ’ ). 
FACTORIZATION THEOREM OF VOICULESCU [ 191. Suppose G is a 
topological group such that l,(conj(G)) may he made into an involutive 
Banach algebra as above. Let p be a normalized central positive definite 
function on G. Then p is a finite character if and only if 
ACTI + CT’I)=D(L-TI).B(CU) (T, T’EG), 
where jj denotes the function on conj(G) induced by p. 
Although Voiculescu’s theorem is sufficient for our purposes, we wish to 
present a result to test for finite characters which does not depend on the 
additive structure of the conjugacy classes of the group. 
The following lemma is contained implicitly in the proof of Theorem 1 in 
Wassermann’s thesis [22]. 
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LEMMA. Let t denote a unit trace on a unital C*-algebra A. 
Suppose S c A + is a (infinite) separating family for the unit traces of A. 
Suppose for each x E S; there is an infinite subset S(x) c S such that 
t(YY') = t(Y) [(Y’) (Y,Y'ES(X),Y#Y')> 
then t is a,factor trace on A. 
We now apply this lemma to establish a criterion for finding finite 
characters on a group. 
THEOREM. Let G be a (discrete) group such that for any g E G, g and g ’ 
are conjugate. Let p be a normalized central positive definite function on G. If 
for every non-trivial conjugacy class C, there is an infinite subset T, of C 
such that 
P(YY’) = P(Y) P(Y’) 
P(Y -‘Y’)=P(Y -‘)P(Y’) 
(Y,Y’E Tc,,vZ.v’) 
then p is a finite character. 
Proof Let A = C*(G). Recall that there is a natural bijection between 
the central normalized positive definite functions on G and the set of unit 
traces on C*(G) which preserves extreme points. Let t be the unit trace on 
A which corresponds to p which is given in the statement of the theorem. 
In order to apply the lemma, we need to find an appropriate separating 
subsetofA.Now,forgEG,seta(g)=2e+g+g~’EA.Sincee,g,andg ’ 
commute, a(g) E A +. We take 
S= u (a(g);gE T,, CEconj(G)j. 
To verify that S is a separating family for unit traces, it suffices to show 
that the value t(y) is determined uniquely for some y E C, C E conj(G). To 
see this, choose C E conj(G). Then there is an element y E T, c C; and so, 
t(y) = (t(a( y)) - 2)/2. Hence, S is a separating family. Finally, take for 
S(x), x E s, 
S(x) = u {a(g); g E S, x and g conjugate}. 
It is straightforward to verify that t possesses the desired multiplicative 
property. 
This theorem may be applied to S,V( co ) since it is easy to verify that its 
conjugacy classes are closed under inversion when the element is diagonal. 
It is also well known that the conjugacy classes of the infinite symmetric 
group are closed under inversion. 
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CLASSIFICATION THEOREM FOR FINITE CHARACTERS. Let p be a finite 
character of Sp( co ), then p is given as 
~(T)=det(If(T)l~) (TE SP(cQ)), (*I 
where f is a meromorphic funciton of the form 
f(z)=exp(A(z- 1)) fi (1 +a,~)(1 -b,)/(l +a,)(1 -b,z), 
i= 1 
with 0 6 A, a, < co, 0 < 6, < 1, C (ai + bi) < CD. 
ProoJ Consider the restriction p’ = p 1 U( cc ). Since the Weyl group of 
Sp(2n) contains the Weyl group of the imbedded unitary group U(n), p’ is 
a central normalized positive definite function on U( cc). Given 
TE U( cc ) c Sp( co), let [T], denote the conjugacy class of T in U( cc ). It is 
immediate that [T], c [T]. Because the choice of a maximal torus of U(n) 
can be made coherently with the choice of the maximal torus of Sp(2n), 
we have that CT],+, [T’],c [T]+ CT’], T, T’EU(~O), where +U 
denotes the addition of unitary conjugacy classes. Observe that 
P’(CTl.+. CU.)=P(CTl+ C~l~=~~C~l~~(CT’l)=~‘(C~l.)~‘~C~l.). 
Hence, p’ is a finite character of U( co), by Voiculescu’s factorization 
theorem. Moreover, p’ must be invariant under the action of W,,, the Weyl 
group of Sp(2n). In particular, if t E U(n) n Yfl-,, then p’(t) must be invariant 
under complex conjugation of the components of t. Given the generating 
function form of the finite characters of U( cc ) [3], we observe 
P’(T) = det(f, (T)) (TE Woo )I, 
wheref, is a generating function for a Polya frequency sequence and f, has 
a symmetric Laurent expansion about the origin. Hence, p 1 U( GO) has the 
desired form. Finally, since p’ is W,,-invariant for all n, p’ admits a unique 
extension to a central function on Sp( co). In particular, this extension must 
agree with the original function p. Hence, p admits the desired determinan- 
tal form on the full infinite symplectic group. 
It is easy to apply our criterion for finite characters to verify that the 
functions of form (*) are finite characters. To do this, we must specify the 
separating family S. It will be convenient to first introduce some ter- 
minology. Given a diagonal element t E Sp( co), let the support of t be the 
set of all indices of coordinates of t with ti # 1. For any diagonal element t, 
it is straightforward to construct an infinite family T, whose supports are 
mutually disjoint. We define S as U { Li( g); t - diagonal, g E T,}. With these 
choices, it is easy to see that det( 1 f(T) 1 2, defines a finite character. 
It is interesting to note that if t and t’ are diagonal elements with disjoint 
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supports, then their product tt’ is an element of the sum of the conjugate 
classes containing t and t’. 
We will close this section by introducing notation for signatures and by 
stating certain branching rules. 
If Sp(2n) h denotes the unitary equivalence classes of the irreducible 
representations of Sp(2n), then Sp(2n) A may be parametrized by non- 
increasing n-tuples of non-negative integers, called signatures. We write 
zESp(2n) ,^ /xJ=n, and cc=(c~,,(r~ ,..., a,). It is useful to introduce some 
formalities concerning signatures. If M and p are signatures where m = 1 x / 
and n = 1 /I need not be equal, we let (a, fi) denote their concatenution 
(a, ,“” x,,,> fl, ,..., /J,,) if CZ,), 2 /3,. We also need to use infinite signatures 
3 = (r,, rz ,...,) where the entries may now also be infinite; i.e., CI, > CC, + , and 
O<sc,< x. We set: a, = lim cl;. Finally, by a ,jump index for a signature J. 
we mean an index .i such that c(, , > CY,. 
BRANCHING RULES FOR THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP [ 123. Let 
rfzSp(2n-2)^ and JESp(2n)^, then x =$ /I I Sp(2n - 2) if and on1.y {I’ 
2, >, p, 3 M, + 2, 1 d i < n - 1; moreover, the multiplicity m( c(, fi) that r uppears 
in the rextriction qf’fl is given hi 
42, B) = m(Ux), UdlO) (*I 
uhere U(X)E U(n- 1)” with U(z)=zand U,,(/5’)~li(n+ 1)” with U,(b)= 
(p, 0). (For u summuty of the representation theory qf the unitary group, see 
the appendi.u to [ 163.) 
It is useful to be able to introduce operations on representations by 
manipulating signature entries. In the course of the proof of theorem 3.3 of 
[3], we established the following rules for signatures of unitary groups. Let 
R e U(m) h and pEU(n)“, m<n, then 
1. m(i., p)=m((A, 0”), (p, Ok)), where Oh = (0 ,..., 0), k>O; 
2. m(I.,p)=m((!J, j.), (9, ,u)), where 19)=k, k>O, and 9,3A1,p,; 
3. Suppose A and p both have a jump index at i. Let J(A) and J(p) 
denote the signatures which agree with 1, and p except at the jump index 
where J(i),= /1,+ 1 and J(p), pL,+ 1. Then m(A, p)=m(J(i), J(p)). By 
straightforward applications of equation (*), the analogues of 1,2, and 3 
remain valid when A and p are replaced by CY E Sp(2m) A and fl E Sp(2n) A 
2. C*(,Sp(cx,))-ITS PRIMITIVE IDEAL SPACE AND DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
The principal aim of this section is to develop properties of the primitive 
ideals of C*(Sp( cc )) in terms of its associated dynamical system (0, r). In 
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this development, we shall see that the primitive quotients of C*(,Sp(co)) 
naturally divide into two classes-locally finite and non-locally finite. The 
locally finite quotients behave exactly the same way as the C*-algebra of a 
locally finite discrete group. The non-locally finite quotients contain not 
only the representation theory of Sp(co) but also the representation theory 
of Lsp(2n), n 2 1. 
We fix an increasing sequence (K,,),“=, of positive integers. We set A,, to 
be a finite subset of U; =O Sp(2k) h where 
a E A,, n Sp(2k) = A+ Odk<n, iff cc,<&. 
Let P(a), a E Sp(2j) h, denote the central projection corresponding to c1 in 
the measure algebra M( Sp( 2j)), and let B(a) denote the compression: 
P(a) L,(Sp(2j)). Finally, let X, be the algebra in M(Sp(2n)) generated by 
B(a), a E A,. Let ‘$I,, denote the C*-completion of X,. Now, in fact, X,, is a 
direct sum of matrix algebras, and so admits a central decomposition as: 
X, = 0 { Qcfl)(a) B(a); a E A,,}, where 4”) = C (P(a); a E A,j) and 
Q(“)(a) = P(a)( 1 -Ply,), aE Ani. Let q@)(a), pi”), p(a) denote the image in 
‘9I,, of the corresponding projection in X,,. 
Finally, we have that C*(Sp(co)) = ‘$I= (u Zf,)-, where the imbedding 
of QII, into ‘$I,+ I follows from the natural imbedding of the measure algebra 
of M(Sp(2n)) into M(Sp(2n + 2)). 
Note. p(a) E ‘LI,,, a E A,,. 
The following lemma follows naturally from the considerations of 
Section 2 of [3]. 
2.1. LEMMA. (a)Let aEA,,,O<j<n. Then 
q’“‘(a) = q’“+ 1) (a) + q’“)(a) * 1 {q(“+ “(P); BE A,+ I,i\A,,iy 
a<fl,j+ 1 didn+ 1); 
(b) For aEAnJ, BEA~+,.~, let [a, /?I, denote the partial multiplicity 
of the matrix algebra q’“‘(a) 211, in q(“+ ‘)(/I) )u, + 1. Then 
Afso, we observe that [a, fild <m(a, /I). 
We want to draw an important technical distinction between the struc- 
ture of C*(G), where G = U G,, #(G,) < 00, is a locally finite group and 
C*(Sp(oo)). For A = C*(G), A can naturally be constructed as an inductive 
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limit of A, = C*(G,); in particular, the irreducible representations affording 
the central decomposition of A, come from only one group G,. For 
C*(Sp( co)), this is not possible; however, for certain primitive quotients of 
C*(Sp( co)), this is possible. To introduce these quotients, we find it con- 
venient to sketch briefly the dynamical system (0, r) associated to %. 
which was introduced by Strati15 and Voiculescu [ 161. We follow the path 
space ideas as outlined in [22]. 
We associate to each A,, a “covering space” Z,, where (P,,: Z, + A,, is a 
surjection. For n = 0, Z, = A, is a single point. For n 2 0, consider 6 E A,, 
and 6,~d,,+,. Let Z,,,, (6, 6,) be a finite discrete set of [IS, 6,], points. If 
[S, S,], = ~$6, 6,) = 0, Z,, ,(S, 6,) = a. Finally, let Z, + , be the disjoint 
union of Z,,, ,(6, 6,), 6 E A,,, 6, E A,, +, . If z E Z, + ,(a, 6,), (P,, + ,(z) = 6,. Let 
Q,, denote the set of paths of length n through the Z’s; more precisely, 
p E Q,, if p = (zO, z, ,..., z,), zj~Zi, and q”‘(cp,(z,))~q”+“(cp,+,(z,+,)). Let 
‘J E f,, denote the group of path permutations of I-,, where any of the form 
‘J ‘p = (l;(zO), y(zi),..., y(z,- ,), z,) E Sz,, is allowed. Since there are natural 
maps of Q,, + , onto Q,, we may form the (projective limit) space of infinite 
paths 52 on which the (locally finite) group r= u r,, acts as a discrete 
group of homeomorphisms. In general, the action of f on Q is far from 
being free. 
For orientation, we would like to indicate the existence of some paths 
which indicate how Sp(co) does not behave like a locally finite group. Let 
p = (z,), where cp(z,) = cp(z,+ , )=a;,Iu,I=i, i=O,2,4 ,..., a,<~,+,, r;~d,: 
or let p = (zi), where cp(zO) = e, cp(z,) = r,, cp(zz) = (p(z3) = ... = a>. 
larl =2, CQEA,. 
We now give a brief sketch of the determination of the primitive ideal 
space of Sp( cc ). In order to simplify matters, it is convenient to introduce a 
special kind of infinite path. A path p = (z,) is a chain if cp(z,) E Sp(2i) ^ for 
all i. 
2.2. LEMMA Let o = (a,) be u path such that sup( 1 c(~ I ; j 3 0) = co, then -- 
there is a chain co, such that l-. co = I-. co,.. 
Proqf: Let n(j) denote the first occurence in o= (cY,) such that 
/x,,(,) I = j. Now the obvious choice for 0,. fails; viz., if 0,. = (c$‘) with 
a;‘= c(,(~), then X; need not lie in Ai. Hence, 0,. is not necessarily a path. 
Instead, we define 0,. as follows. Given m > 0, let j be the largest index with 
n(j) d m, then we set a; = (cx,(~), 0 ,..., 0), I a:, 1 = m. We note that cc; E A,,,, so 
0,. is indeed a chain. 
It remains to check that the f-orbit closures of w  and o, coincide. To do 
this, it is convenient to single out some special indices. Let I be the collec- 
tion of all indices j so that there is a signature a, with /a, 1 =j. Now 
observe that for j E Z, a,(,) < pn(,), so a,(,) < Pk, k > n(j). For such a choice 
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of k, there is an element yj in the r,-orbit of (&, /I, ,..., Bk) such that the 
first n(j)-nodes of yj agree with (a,, a,,..., aRCi)). We conclude that 
o E r. o,., since yr + CD. To finish, we need to check that o,, E I-. o. Given 
FEZ, let f(j) be the smallest positive integer with n(j) +f(j) E I. By con- 
struction, we see that p,Cj, < tl,(,( i) + fC j)). By repeating the above argument, 
we conclude that w,. E r. w. 
Notation. Let o = (~~(0)) be a chain in Q. We associate to o an infinite 
signature ( Uj(o)) where 
U,(w) = sup(jth entry of a,(w); k >j). 
2.3 THEOREM. Two chains in Sz have identical r-orbit closures if and only 
if their signatures agree. 
Proof: We shall show the following: let o and w’ be two chains such 
that U,(o) d Ui(w’), for all j, then r. w  cm. We argue in easily 
verifiable steps. We associate a special chain v to any orbit closure 777 
with r. v =m. Take v = (a,(v)), with Q(V) = ( UI(o’),..., U,(w’)). Now 
we introduce “truncated” versions of v. Let ,f: Z + + Z + be non-decreasing 
and ,f(k) < k, for all k. Take v,= (c(~(v,)), with ak(v,) = (U,(w’) ,..., 
Uf(k)(U’), o,..., 0), with 1 CQ(V~)I = k. Note: v, E r. w. It is a straightforward 
application of the branching rules to construct a sequence wi(i 2 1) of 
chains via the truncating functions f where f has the properties: f(2i) = i 
and limf(n) = co, so that o,! E r,. oi and w:l+ o. 
We shall define the primitive ideal space of Sp(co), Prim(Sp(co)), to be 
the subset of Prim(2I) consisting of kernels of integrated forms of factor 
representations of Sp( 00). By Stratilai-Voiculescu [ 161, the above theorem 
parametrizes Prim(Sp( co )) in terms of infinite signatures; moreover, just as 
in [ 161, for any infinite signature ~1, there is a corresponding primitive ideal 
J= J(a). We call a primitive ideal J locally finite if the path space of 
A = QI/J consists solely of chains. J = J(a) is locally finite if and only if a 
contains no infinite entries. 
It is easy to see that if c( has at least one infinite entry that there are 
paths which are not chains. Now suppose CI has only finite entries. Then 
form 9I for a sequence (d,, K,) with K, > a I, for all n. Then, for /3 E A,,, 
q’“‘(p) $ J if and only if 1 B 1 = n and /Ii d ai, 1 < i < n. Hence, every path in 
the path space for the quotient A must be a chain. 
As a matter of notation, we let the finite set A,,(J) = {/?E A,; q’“‘(/?) $J} 
index the components of the central decomposition of A, = 2I,J(Jn 21u,), so 
A = &A,. We still write as q(“‘(fi) or p(B) the images of q’“)(/?) or p(p) in 
2l/J. 
We now wish to mention a helpful technical observation. For a fixed 
proper ideal J= ker (7~) where n is a representation of Sp( co), q”“(fl) E J, 
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for some n, if and only if p(b) EJ. To see this, note that q’“‘(b) <p(p), so 
we need only show one implication. Now x(q’“‘(fi)) = 0, and so we consider 
n(q(“)(b)) = n(p(cc)( 1 -pi”)), j= 1 /I 1. For the symplectic group, there are 
projections e and e’ such that ee’ # 0 and e <p(a) and e’ < 1 -pl”‘. Hence, 
n(p(cc)( 1 -pj”‘)) = 0 implies either n(p(cc)) = 0 or 7c( 1 -,u:.“)) = 0. If the 
latter is zero, it follows quickly that J= Ql. 
It is easy to extend this observation where PI is replaced by the primitive 
quotient A/K, where K is a non-locally finite primitive ideal. If K is locally 
finite, then there is no need for these considerations, since the images 
q”“(p) and p(p) agree in ‘8/K. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let .I= J(U) E Prim(Sp( a)). Then J is the kernel of u 
finite,factm representation of Sp( x) if and only !f all the,finite entries of’g 
urc equal. 
Proof: By the classification theorem of section 1, every finite factor 
representation n of Sp(m) may be obtained by restricting a finite factor 
representation 71, of U(a). By the multiplicative property of finite charac- 
ters, it will be sufficient to consider only three cases: 
(i) Ker(n,,) = (I, l,..., ); 
(ii) Ker(n,,)= (E, 0, 0 ,..., ); 
(iii) Ker(Tc,,) = (a, rx ,..., ), 
where the above signatures for 71, are the upper signature for Ker(n,), the 
lower signature is assumed to vanish. Note that if x,, has the form of (i). 
(ii), or (iii) with corresponding positive-definite function p and generating 
function ,f(z), then (pi Sp(2))(T) = det( 1 f(T)l’), since TE Sp(2) c U(2) 
must have two eigenvalues which are complex conjugates of each other. 
Hence, any generating function for a finite character of Sp( cc) may be 
obtained by restricting (i), (ii), or (iii) and their products. 
We now calculate Ker(n,, I Sp( a)), where p is its corresponding charac- 
ter. 
Caw (i). The support of p I U(2n) involves only signatures of the form 
[j=(l,l,..., 1, 0, 0 )...) 0). By the LePage decomposition, the support of 
fi I Sp(2n) contains fl and signatures whose entries are O’s and 1’s. Hence, 
Ker(7c,,ISp(cc8))=(l, l,..., ). 
Case (ii). The support of p I U(2n) involves signatures of the form 
7 = (m, 0,O ,..., ). By checking dimension formulas, 7 I Sp(2n) remains 
irreducible and its signature is 1’. Here, Ker(7c, I Sp( cc )) = (co, 0, O,...). 
Case (iii). This follows from the fact that any irreducible represen- 
tation of Sp(2n) is contained in a restriction of an irreducible represen- 
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tation of U(2n) whose signature entries are non-negative. Thus, 
Ker(n, I SP( ~0 1) = (0). 
3. INDUCTION RING 
In this section, we introduce a Riesz ring which will model the represen- 
tation theory of Sp(o0). These ideas were first developed in the works of 
[6, 18, 221. 
We shall follow the presentation of Geissinger [6], who treated the case 
of a sequence of finite groups. The construction does not rely on the 
finiteness of the groups, rather on compactness. 
Let (G(n)) be a sequence of separable compact groups such that 
(i) G(O)= {e); 
(ii) there are natural imbeddings i(m, n) of G(m) x G(n) into 
G(m + n) such that 
(a) the diagram 
G(P) x G(q)x G(r) - G(P + 4) x G(r) 
W)xG(q+r) - W+q+r) 
commutes up to inner automorphisms; 
(b) the imbeddings G(0) x G(n) and G(n) x G(0) are conjugate to 
the identity; 
(c) the diagram 
G(n) x G(r) - G(n + r) 
I / 
commutes up to inner automorphisms. 
We shall usually identify the group G(m) x G(n) with its image under the 
imbedding i(m, n). 
Let R(G) denote the abelian group formed from the unitary equivalence 
classes of subrepresentations of some finite multiple of the left regular 
representation of G. We shall write UER(G) as a = (~(71)) E fl (Z. rc; 
71 E G A }. The induction ring R( co) of the family of groups (G(n)) is the free 
abelian group generated by R(G(n)), n 2 0. In fact, R( 00) z @r=, R(G(n)). 
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We now indicate how to introduce a multiplication on R( cc ) which will 
produce a graded commutative ring with identity. It suflices to specify the 
multiplication on the generators rc, rc~G(n) A. So, let rc~G(m) A, 
rc’ E G(n) h, then set 
710 n’ = IndG(m + a) 
G(m) x G(n) (7t x n’). 
By our assumptions on the family (G(n)), this binary operation satisfies the 
desired properties. Note that the unique irreducible representation of the 
one-element group G(0) is the identity for R(co). We write this unit as 1. 
R( co) can be given an ordered structure: a E R( cc )’ if and only if for 
a = (a(n)), we have that each a(n)(z) 2 0, n E G(n) A. In other words, a is 
given as a direct sum representation of, at most, finitely many of the G(n)‘s. 
We now introduce an important element E of R($m): 
E=n (dim(cp)cp;cpEG(l)^}. 
We see that E corresponds to the left regular representation of G( 1 ). 
3.1. LEMMA. Z~TCEG(~)“, n> 1, then 
~C~E=G {m(71’,~o~)rc’;n’~~(n+1)} 
= @ {m(~~lG(n), n) d;n’~G(n+ I)^  ). 
Proqf Because of the importance of E for our next construction, we 
shall give a full proof. Let Res denote the restriction of a representation CI 
of G(n + 1) to the subgroup G(n) x G( 1). By Frobenius recipriocity, we 
have, for rc’ E G(n + 1) A , m(rr’, n 0 E) = m(Res 76, 71 x E). To establish the 
lemma, it is enough to verify: m(n x E, Res 7~‘) = m(rr, 7c’I G(n)). 
Now consider 
(Res n’)l G(n) 
c {m(Ex~,Res~‘)iix@;ilx~~G(n)” xG(l)^ } 
xc {dim(@) m(E x 4, Res 7~‘) 5; it x @E G(n) h x G( 1) A }, 
since (7? x $)I G(n) = dim(q). ii. We now may write 
m(~, ~‘1 G(n)) =I {dim(+) m(n: x & Res n’); @E G( 1)) 
= m(n x E, Res n’). 
We now intrepret the above constructions for a locally finite 
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group G = U G(n), so #(G,) < co. Then K,(G(n)) g 0 { 27. n; rt E G(n) h } 
with order unit e, = @ {dim(n). n; rc E G(n) h }. Note that with this iden- 
tification of &,(G(n)), the central projection p(x), 71 E G(n) A, of C*(G(n)) 
is identified with dim(rc) . n. To compute K,(G), we need to understand the 
imbedding of &(G(n)) into &(G(n + 1)). Now, we see that 
TT=~ {m(rcIG(n), n)n’;d~G(n+ 1)); 
in other words, we have n identified with 7~0 E. Thus, K,(G) is isomorphic 
to the quotient of R( co) by the ideal generated by (E- 1). When we drop 
the finiteness assumption of G(n), K,,(G) is not longer a quotient of R( co). 
Yet, it is very convenient to treat R( co)/(E - 1) as an ordered completion 
of K,(G), and we write 92 = 92(G) for R( CO)/(E - 1). 
We next observe that 2 is a Riesz ring. To see this, let 0 d CI 6 b, + b,, a, 
b,, b2 E $2. It is possible to treat these elements as belonging to 
R(n)/(E - 1 ), for some fixed n. Let a, 6,) 6, E R(n)+ be chosen so that they 
map onto the respective elements in the quotient. It is clear that 2 = ti, + a, 
with 0 6 5, ~6, and 0 65, <6,, because these elements correspond to 
representations of the compact group G(n). Thus, let a, and a2 denote the 
images of 5, and CT, in 9, to write a = a, + CI~ with CI, <b, and a, 6 b,. 
We write the image of E in 92 as e. We use e as the multiplicative and 
order unit for W. We observe that e is the same element as the image of 1 
in 9% 
Viewing 92 in analogy with an ordered vector space, we call a positive 
homomorphism of !?A! into [w a positive linear functional. 
If JE Prim(Sp(co)), then there corresponds in a standard fashion a 
unique order ideal [J] of 9. When J is locally finite, K,(‘$l/J) r B/[J]. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. There is a natural bijection between the finite charac- 
ters of Sp(c0) and the extreme normalized positive linear functionals of 9’; 
moreover, these functionals are precisely the multiplicative functionals of 9. 
Proof: Let $ be any normalized central positive definite function on 
Sp(c0) with corresponding unit trace t on Cu. Then (*) t(e(a))= 
C {m(cc,b).t(e(B)); a~Sp(2n+2)^}, crispy. Here e(cr) denotes a 
minimal projection subordinate to the central projection p(a). We call (*) 
the consistency relation [3]. By lemma 3.1, the consistency relation is 
equivalent to the fact that the functional t on R(co), that corresponds to $, 
annihilates the ideal (E - 1). This is enough to establish the first part of the 
proposition. Since .!S? is a Riesz ring, its extreme positive normalized 
functionals are multiplicative [ 1 S] . 
3.3. EXAMPLE. INDUCTION RING FOR (U(n)). For simplicity of notation, 
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we shall consider only the subring R of R( 00 ) whose representations are 
given by signatures with non-negative entries. Let a and /I be two such 
signatures with 1 CI 1 = m and ) p ) = n. Then their product CI 0 p is a represen- 
tation of U(m + n); moreover, 
where ,I has only non-negative entries and the integers gEfii may be com- 
puted via the Littlewood-Richardson rule (see [ 11, p. 941 or King’s survey 
article [S]) for multiplying Schur functions. 
3.4. EXAMPLES. INDUCTION RING FOR (Q(n)). The multiplication rules 
for R(co) have been given by King in [S]. King makes the important 
observation that a portion of the product in this ring can be computed as 
for the unitary group case. Since it is only the “unitary” contribution of a 
product that we use, we state the multiplication rules as follows. Let 
3 E Sp(2~) h, fl E Sp(2q) A) then 
where j,# is computable in terms of further Schur function considerations. 
We now single out an important class of Riesz rings. 
DEFINITION. We call JE Prim(Sp( co)) integral if the Riesz ring R for the 
quotient C*-algebra ‘CU/J possesses no positive zero-divisors. 
We note that to require that R is an integral domain seems to be too 
strong an assumption. For example, for U( oc), C*( U( 00)) possesses a 
primitive quotient which is isomorphic to the gauge-invariant CAR 
algebra. Renault [IS] showed that its Riesz ring is given by polynomials in 
one variable with the strict ordering on the open interval (0, 1). Plainly, the 
completion of this ring to the continuous functions on [0, l] with strict 
ordering on (0, 1) has infinitely many zero-divisors. 
We next observe an important way to detect integral primitive ideals J. If 
A =21/J admits a faithful factor trace t, then J is integral. To see this, let z 
denote the positive multiplicative homomorphism on R which corresponds 
to t. If J were not integral, then there are elements a and b in R+ with 
u h = 0. But z(a 0 b) = z(a) s(b) = 0. This contradicts the faithfulness of T. 
3.5. THEOREM. A primitive ideal of Sp(c0) is integral ifit is the kernel oj 
a .finite ,fhctor representation. 
We shall see in Section 6 that the converse of Theorem 3.5 is also true. It 
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is an open problem whether or not a Riesz ring with no positive zero- 
divisors must have faithful multiplicative positive homomorphisms. 
3.6. DEFINITION. Let CI and fi be signatures. We say that p dominates a if 
lal <IBI and ai<p,, l<i<JaI. If a dominates B or vice versa, we say 
that a and /3 are comparable. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose a1, aZ,..., a,,, are incomparable finite 
signatures. Then, in the Riesz ring W, the sum x = C nisi > 0 tf and only tf 
each n, is non-negative. 
Proof It is clear that if ni is non-negative for all i, then x E 9+. To treat 
the converse, we first make the restriction that the lengths of all the a:s are 
equal, say, to a. Now consider the sum Z: n,a, 0 eN, for any N > a. Then, we 
may write 
~niaioeN=~ {n(B)/$PESp(2N+2a)^ >. 
The branching rules indicate that it is important to consider fi = /Ii of the 
form (ai, O,..., 0). It is immediate that ai$/?i. Moreover, for j# i, bj does 
not lie in the support of ajoeN. For if /Ii did, then aj < /I,, so the signatures 
aj and a, are comparable. This contradicts our hypothesis. Hence, n(Bi) > 0 
if and only if ni > 0. If the ais have unequal lengths, we may replace ai with 
ai 0 ek(‘), k(i) 2 0, so that the resulting sum consists of signatures of equal 
length. 
4. TYPE I PRIMITIVE QUOTIENTS AND THEIR K-THEORY 
4.1. THEOREM. Let J=J(a)E Prim(Sp(co)) with a, < 03 and a, =O. 
Then A = 8/J is stably isomorphic to the primitive quotient A,, of U(a) 
where A, = C*(U(oo))/J, and J, has upper signature a and zero lower 
signature. If a2 = 0, A and A, are isomorphic. 
Proof Let r be the smallest index such that a,+, = 0. Let n 2 r. Then 
there is a natural identification of the sets A,,(J) and A.(J,), with 
a E A,,(J) being identified with U(a). Now if /I E A,, + z(J), then m(a, 8) = 
m(U(a), U(p)) since aoo =O. 
If a2 =O, then A,(J) and A,(J,) are identical by the above. Since 
Sp(2) z X42), dim(a) = dim( U(a)), for all appropriate signatures. Thus, A 
and A, are isomorphic since their Bratteli diagrams together with the ranks 
of the approximating finite-dimensional C*-algebras agree. 
The following corollary is immediate using our results about U(co) [3]. 
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4.2. COROLLARY. (a) Zf J is chosen as in the theorem, then A = (u/J is a 
type I F-algebra; 
(b) There is an ideal B of A such that B is the norm-closure of the 
ideal of trace-class elements ,for any faithful trace on A; moreover, B is 
isomorphic to X, the algebra of compact operators. 
EXAMPLE. Let J= J(a), with ~1, = 1 and CX~ = ~1,~ = 0. Then the Bratteli 
diagram for A = ‘U/J is 
a l *. 
1 2 3 
The Bratteli diagram for X + C. I is 
cIzzz .*. 
1 2 3 4 
Diagram ( 1) can be obtained from diagram (2) by omitting all “odd” nodes 
and rejoining the even nodes appropriately. 
For the remainder of this section, we may assume that we are working 
with primitive quotients of U( co) by Theorem 4.1. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let J= J(a) be a primitive ideal with a, < co and 
ax = 0. Let a be the first index such that cy,, 1 = 0. The finite set of 
signatures A,(A), A = cU/J, admits an order under anti-dominance. In other 
words, for CI, /I E A,(A), say b < a if, pointwise, the entries of fl are less than 
or equal to the entries of a. 
With this notation, we have the 
4.4. THEOREM. I&,( A) z 0 ,ex { Z; y E A.(A) ), where the lexicographic 
direct sum is taken over the ordered set A,(A). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 of [3], A,(A) is a set of independent positive 
generators for &(A). To establish the theorem, it suffices to show the 
following: 
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Claim. x = C {n(a) cc; CIE d.(A)} is positive in K,(A) if and only if for 
the greatest element p in any maximal chain in the support of x, we have 
n(p) > 0. (Here, support of x = { CI E d,(A); n(a) #O}.) 
Now, by using the fact that any signature y E A,, ,(A) can be expressed 
as (y’, 0), y’ E A.(A), we can extend our reasoning in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 in [3] to show that p(yl) >n.p(y,), for all n >O, if y, 
dominates y2 ; i.e., yr 2 yz. Hence, if the support of x forms a chain (under 
anti-dominance), the claim holds. The general case follows from 
Proposition 3.7 since greatest elements from distinct chains must be incom- 
parable. 
4.5. EXAMPLES. (i) Let a = (n, 0, O,...,) , so that the quotient algebra A 
corresponds to representations in the symmetric tensors of degree n. Then 
K,(A) is isomorphic to the usual lexicographic direct sum of (n + 1)-copies 
of z. 
(ii) Let CI= (1, l,..., 1, 0, 0 ,..., ), where fl contains n 1’s. Then 
A’ = ‘%/J(p) corresponds to representations in the antisymmetric tensors of 
degree n. Again, &(A’) is the standard lexicographic sum of Z of rank 
n + 1. Hence, A is stably isomorphic to A’; in fact, by checking dimension 
ranges, we have that A is actually isomorphic to A’. 
Remark. Theorem 4.4 can be proven directly by using the results of 
Elliot [S, 5.23; however, instead of using the ordered set A,(A) of 
signatures to base the lexicographic sum over, the set Prim(A)\ {A} which 
is ordered by inclusion is used. The next example shows the advantage of 
our approach. 
(iii) Let a=(2, l,O,O ,..., ). Then A,(A)={(2, l), (2,0), (l,l), (l,O), 





Note that, in particular, x=(0,O)+n,(l,O)+n,(l, l)+n,(2,0)+ 
K4(2, 1) > 0, for any choice of nl, n2, n3, n,; while 
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.~=m,(l,l)+m,(2,0)>0 if and only if m, and mZ are positive. By 
theorem 4.4. we have: 
Now, Prim(A) is not readily describable in terms of signatures. By direct 
calculation, we have that the proper primitive ideals are the ideals in A 
which are the smallest ideals J, containing the projections -J, : ~(2, 1 ), 
PG 0); J2: P(2, 1 h P(L 1); J, :p(Z 11, PC& 01, Al, 1); J‘l:!G 11, P(L Oh 
p( 1, I ), p( 1, 0). Let J, denote the zero ideal. Under inclusion, the set 
Prim(A)\ f A} has Hasse diagram. 
To obtain the signatures in (*) from the Hasse diagram of primitive 
ideals, replace the primitive ideal with the signature from d,(A) for the 
projection which generates the copy of the compact operators in the 
various primitive quotients A/Jj. 
Finally, let us point out the fact that A is not stably isomorphic to any of 
the algebras arising in examples (i) or (ii). 
5. RIESZ RINGS AND INFINITE CHARACTERS 
5.1. EXAMPLE. We return to the examples of 4.2 where J= J(a), 
M = (1, 0, 0 ,..., ). Now, set P(n) E U(n) A with P(n) = (O,..., 0) and 
ye U(n) A with y(n) = (1,0 ,..., 0). By [23], we have that, in &(A), 
B(l)oy(n)=y(n+ 1) 
B(l)oY(n)=m+ 1). 
The multiplicative unit e in K,(A) is: /?( 1) + y( 1). Hence, we see p( 1) 0 e = 
j?(2)+y(2), P(1)oe2=fi(3)+2y(3),...,/?(1)~eN=fl(N+ l)+Ny(N+ 1). We 
may conclude that if t : K,(A) + + [0, co] is an infinite character, t((l( 1)) = 
+ 00. We observe that /I( 1) is not a zero-divisor in the ring K,(A). Also, we 
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can directly note that the ideal of definition of t has trivial ring mul- 
tiplication. 
The behavior in the above example can be generalized considerably. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let R be an ordered ring with multiplicative and order 
unit e. Suppose S is an order ideal of R with an order unit FE S+ and F < e. 
If S has trivial multiplication (i.e., when a, b E S, a 0 b = 0), then for any 
aER+\S+ with aoF#O, 
a=ao(e-F)“+naoF, n 30, 
where a 0 (e - F)” # 0, for all n. 
Proof We first make the observation that if b E S, then b 0 (e - F) = 6, 
since Fob =O. We establish the theorem by induction. If n = 1, it is 




Finally, we note that a 0 (e - F)” must be nonzero for otherwise a would lie 
in the order ideal S. 
Remark. Let R and e be as in the theorem. If S is an order ideal which 
is maximal with respect to inclusion among ideals with trivial mul- 
tiplication and which possesses an order unit F< e, than a” F# 0 holds 
automatically for any a E R+\S+. 
5.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a unital AF-algebra such that K,(A) is a 
Riesz ring with multiplicative and order unit e. Let I denote the ideal in A 
such that the order ideal in K,(A) which corresponds to I is maximal among 
order ideals with trivial multiplication. Suppose K,(Z) contains an order unit 
bounded by e. If t is faithful character of A and zf a is a projection in A 
whose image in K,(A) is a nonzero divisor, then t(a) = + co. 
Remark. In general, the elements of 1 may or may not have infinite 
trace. In example 4S(iii), the ideal of the corollary is given by J,; however, 
the ideal of definition for a faithful character is much smaller. In fact, this 
“trace-class” ideal is the smallest ideal that contains the projection ~(2, 1). 
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6. INFINITE CHARACTERS AND RIESZ RINGS 
In this section, we use the results of Section 5 in order to find the infinite 
characters of Sp( cc ). We break about the argument into two cases-locally 
finite and non-locally finite. 
6.1. LEMMA. Let J= J(U) be a locally finite primitive ideal such that 
A = ‘+8/J admits no faithful finite traces. Then there are positive nilpotent 
elements of index 2 in K,(A). More precisely, let a be the ,first index such 
that a,+ I =c1%. Then bob=O, where b=(a,,a, ,..., a,). 
Proof Let c E Sp(4a) A, so we write c = (c,, c~,..., L.~~). To establish the 
lemma, it suffices to show that c 1 Sp(2a) x Sp(2a) does not have a weight of 
the form: (b, b) = (~1, ..., CX,, ~1~ ,..., ~1,). 
It is convenient to introduce some notation. For any 2a-tuple p = (p,), 
set I p I = p, + pz + . . +pZu. We argue that c possesses no weight q with 
q = 2 x ai = I (b, b) 1. Recall that the positive roots of Sp(4a) have the form: 
e,+e,, 1 didj<2a, e,--e.,, 1 6 i <j 6 2a, where e, is the standard ith unit 
vector. Any weight of c is obtained by successive subtractions of positive 
roots from the highest weight p of c. We see: I p - (ei + e,)l < I p I and 
i p - (e, - e,) I = I p I. By the definition of J(U), the entries of c must satisfy 
the inequalities: 0~ c, < a,, 0 6 err+,< CI,, 1 <i< a. Since a,> a,, no 
weight q of c can ever be equal to 2 C zi. 
Notation. If J is an integral primitive ideal, let M,( =M) be the largest 
non-integral primitive ideal contained in J. Also, if M is a non-integral 
primitive ideal, let J, be the smallest integral primitive ideal that contains 
M. We note: M,, c J and M c J,. 
EXAMPLE. Let J= J(U) be a locally finite and integral primitive ideal, 
then there is a positive integer m such that a= (m, m,...,) is the constant 
signature. Then M, has signature a# = (m + 1, m, m ,..., ). 
Now, let M = M(p) be locally finite and non-integral. We let a be the 
first index with /3,+, = j?, . Then J,,,, is the primitive ideal with signature 
/I, = (B x > B I Y..,). 
6.2. LEMMA. We retain the notation of the above example. Let J be a 
locall~v,finite integral primitive ideal. We set A = N/M, M = M,. Let I be the 
order ideal of K,,(A) determined by: p(g) E I if and only zf o, = m + 1. Then: 
(i) p(y), YEA.(A), is a zero-divisor zfand only zfp(y)~I; 
(ii) I is the largest order ideal of K,(A) with trivial multiplication. 
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Proof It is convenient to divide the argument into easily verifiable 
steps. 
1. As noted above, the signature of J has the form (m, m,...,), for 
some mEiT+. It is straightforward to verify that K&II/J)= K,,(A)/Z as 
Riesz groups. This isomorphism is automatically an isomorphism of Riesz 
rings as well. The natural map from K&I/J) into the space of continuous 
functions over the space of extreme unit traces on 2I/J is injective. By the 
result of Kerov-Vershik [18], the multiplication on Z&(%/J) is unique. 
Since the multiplication on K,,(A)/Z is non-trivial, we have the desired ring 
isomorphism. 
2. Let o, aled. with p(a), p(a’)$Z. Since J is integral, 
PIP f 0, by 1. 
3. Let a’ be the signature (m + 1). Then p(x’) is an order unit for Z; 
moreover, by Lemma 6.1, ~(Ix’) op(a’) = 0. Since p(cr’) is an order unit for Z, 
Z can only possess trivial multiplication. 
4. In order to apply the main result of Section 5, we need only show 
that p(o)op(cc’) #O, for any p(g) $ Z. It is elementary to show using the 
theory of highest weight that p(y) <p(o) op(c~‘), where y = (m + 1, a). 
5. The reasoning in step 4 is not powerful enough to establish that 
p(y) op(o) # 0, for any p(y) E I. To accomplish this, it is helpful to use the 
notion of conjugate partitions. Recall that if A= (A,, &,..., A,), & 3 Ji+ i, 
then its conjugate I= (p@, (p - l)‘pml-‘p,..., l’1-L2), where the exponent 
means that the term is repeated that many times; moreover, I= 1. Now the 
conjugate of an arbitrary element y, p(y) E Z, has the form 
(y”,, -L,..., r”,, 1) (*) 
with the only restriction 7, > F2 > . . . > Trn > 1. Similarly, d has the form (*) 
except that its (m + 1)-th entry is 0. We also have the converse holding; 
viz., if the conjugate Z? of a signature p has form (*), p(p) E I. By Aitken’s 
theorem (see Littlewood p. 1 lo), we have the equality concerning the 
Young coefficients between partitions and their conjugates: gyUi =gfdx; so 
to establish that p(o) is not a zero-divisor, it suflices to work with con- 
jugate partitions. By the Littlewood-Richardson rule, gjar # 0 if 1 is chosen 
as xi = y”i + c?~, 1 < ib m + 1. In terms of the corresponding Young 
diagrams, this process is just adding the rows of to those of y. 
Remark. The proof of the above lemma for the corresponding situation 
for U(cc) is more elementary. Simple arguments using highest weight 
theory show that p(o)o&~) = 0 for any p(a) EZ. Moreover, any p(a) EZ 
admits a factorization as ~$0’) op(a’) where CF’ = (c~,..., o.,) and CI’ = (m + 1). 
Note that ~(a’)# I. It now quickly follows that p(y) cannot be a zero- 
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divisor. Let p(a) E I. Then p(y) op(a) =p(y) op(a’) op(a’). Now by step 2 of 
the lemma, p(y)op(a’) # 0 and does not lie in I. Hence, (p(y)op(o’))r’ 
p(d) #O. 
6.3. THEOREM. Let M be a locally finite non-integral primitive ideal. 
Then A = 2l/M possesses an ideal B which is the norm-closure of the ideal qf 
trace-class elements for any faithful character of A; moreover, B is stably 
isomorphic to ‘S/J,, where J, 3 M is the smallest integral primitive ideal 
that contains M. 
Proof Again, we find it useful to separate the argument into steps. 
1. Let Z be the order ideal of K,(A) generated by p(fi,), where 8, = 
(b ,,..., fl,). Then, we have: pi Z, y EA,,(A) if and only if 
y=(/3,,y'), ly'j =n-ab0. 
2. Let I, c K,(A) be the order ideal that corresponds to a fixed jump 
index c of p,. In particular, I, is the ideal generated by p(jI,) and p(fl’) 
where the entries of fi, and /I’ agree except for (/I’),. = (/I.+)‘ - 1. In fact, 
p(/Y) is an order unit for I,. By use of the branching rules given at the end 
of Section 1, we have that &(I,) is order isomorphic to an order ideal of 
K,(‘%/K), where K = MCJM,. For Y E~.U*), Y= (B*, Y’) or (B’, Y’). Now. 
map p(y) to (m + 1, ‘J’) if y = (p*, y’), or to (m, 1)‘) if y = (B’, I)‘). 
3. The image of K,(Z) in K,(Ql/K) can be mapped isomorphically 
onto K,(2l/J,): y = (/?,y’) --+ (m + 1, y’) -+ (y’). 
4. By 5.2, 6.1, and 6.2, we have for ;J such that p(v) $ Z but p(y) E I: 
p(r)>nA n3 1, wherefEZ+, f#O. 
5. If we argue as in our paper [3], we have that for any G, with 
p(a) 4 Z, there is some I, such that e E B, and e d p(a). 
6. By step 5, we may conclude that the norm-closure of the trace- 
class elements of any faithful character t of A must lie in the ideal B, where 
K,(B) = ZC K,(A). 
7. By step 3, B is stably isomorphic to 2I/.Z,. Hence, B admits only 
densely defined faithful characters; and so, the closure of their trace-class 
elements must agree with B. 
Remark. For the corresponding situation for U( co), we can give a more 
direct algebraic argument that Z= K,(%/J,). Let T denote the mul- 
tiplication operator on K,(A) by p(/?*). Then the range of T is the ideal Z 
and Ker( T) is the order ideal generated by the set {p(y); y has an entry > 
m}. Thus, ZzKO(A)/Ker(T). But, Ker(T)EJ,/[J], so Z?KK,(21/J,), by 
the first isomorphism theorem for Riesz groups. 
We now attack the non-locally finite case. 
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6.4. LEMMA. Let M = M(B) be a non-locally finite primitive ideal and let 
A = a/M. If A does not admit a faithful finite trace, then the corresponding 
Riesz ring R for A is non-integral. 
Proof: Let S be the order ideal of R generated by all p(y), y E A,,(A), 
such that yi = ai, r + 1 <i,< a, where a is the first index such that 
B c7+1= p, and b,+ I is the first finite index. Following our reasoning given 
in the proof of step (d) of Theorem 3.3 in [S], we may show that S is 
isomorphic to the Riesz group for the primitive quotient a/J, where 
J=J(a), ai=/li, except CL,=~,, r 6 i< a + 1, and that A possesses an 
ideal B stably isomorphic to Yl/J. Hence, there is a natural bijection 
between the faithful characters of B and a/J. By Theorem 2.4, B admits a 
faithful character cp. Using Wassermann’s result [22, Theorem 81, we have 
that cp admits a faithful extension cp as a character of A. Now, suppose that 
we assume that M is integral. Then, by [22], A4 cannot admit any faithful 
infinite characters. Hence, (p must be finite. This conclusion contradicts our 
classification theorem for finite characters. 
Combining Lemmas 6.1 and 6.4, we obtain the 
6.5. THEOREM. Let J be a primitive ideal of Sp( CO ). Then J is integral if 
and only if J is the kernel of a finite factor representation. 
EXAMPLE. Let J= J(a) be a non-locally finite integral primitive ideal. 
Then the signature a = (co ,..., 00, m, m ,..., ), where there are r occurences of 
co, 1 d r < co, and m = 0, 1, 2 ,.... The largest non-integral primitive ideal 
MJ in J has signature 
( co, 00 ,..., 03, m + 1, m, m ,..., ). 
If M is a non-integral non-locally finite primitive ideal, then J, 1 M = 
M(b) has signature 
(00, co, . . . . co, m, m, . . . . ), 
where the number of co’s in the signatures of J, and M agree and m = p,. 
We retain the above notation in the following lemma. 
6.6. THEOREM. Let J be a non-locally finite integral primitive ideal. We 
set M= M, and A = 2X/M with R its corresponding Riesz ring. Let I be the 
order ideal of R generated by aii p(a), o E A,,(A), with CT, + , = ni + 1. Then 
(i) ifa’=(m+l,m+l,...,m+l),~a’~=r+l; ~(a’) is an order unit 
for I; 
(ii) I z S, the Riesz ring corresponding to cU/J; 
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(iii) if’ y and y’ with p(y) # Z, p(y’) $ Z, then p(y)op(y’) #O and 
P(Y) OP(fl’) z 0; 
(iv) I has trivial multiplication. 
Proqf. Statements (i) and (ii) are straightforward applications of the 
branching rules of the symplectic group. Let y and y’ be chosen as in (iii). 
Then y and y’ are signatures that also correspond to elements of a/J. Since 
J is integral, its Riesz ring S possesses no positive zero-divisors. Thus, there 
is a signature 6 such that 0 #p(6) <.p(y) op(y’) holds in ‘%/J. Since M c J, 
these inequalities will persist in ‘%/M; in other words, p(y) op(y’) # 0. To see 
that p(y) cp(a’) # 0, we use the Littlewood-Richardson rule to construct a 
I., p(E,)~1, such that p(ll)dp(y)op(a’). We may set E+=m+ 1 +y,, 
1 <idr, Ar+, =m+ 1, lj=yiP,, r + 2 < i. In terms of Young diagrams, A is 
constructed by adding the first r rows of y to Q’, then keeping the (r + 1 )-st 
row u’ fixed, finally, the remaining rows of y are simply placed as a block 
below the resulting diagram described above. 
To prove (iv), we shall use the fact that M is non-integral. This fact 
implies that M has positive elements a and b with a 0 b = 0; more precisely, 
there are signatures 3, and i’ with p(A)op(i’) = 0. By (iii), either p(i) or 
p(i’) must belong to I. Suppose p(A’) 4 I. Then it is easy to find a ~1 such 
that p(p) <p(A’) and p(p) E I, so p(l) “p(p) = 0. For any faithful finite trace 
t’ on VI/J, there is a corresponding faithful positive linear functional on S,; 
hence, there is a positive faithful linear functional t on R. (Here, we are 
working solely on the Riesz group level-we are not saying anything about 
the corresponding traces on the underlying C*-algebras.) Suppose there is 
a signature 0, p(o)~Z, and pip #O. Let I, be the order ideal 
generated by p(A). Since p(A) is an order unit for I,, there is an element 
f‘s 1: with p(a) > !L n >, 1, by Lemma 5.2. Hence, t(p(a))= + x;, which is 
a contradiction. 
6.7. THEOREM. Let M= M(B) b e a non-locally finite non-integral 
primitive ideal. Then A = ‘U/M possesses an ideal B which is the norm-closure 
of the ideal qf trace-class elements for any faithful character of A; moreover, 
there is a natural bijective correspondence between the faithful semginite 
lower semicontinuous traces of A and the unit traces of 21/JM, where J, =) M 
is the smallest integral primitive ideal containing M. 
Proof: Most of the proof is similar to the reasoning of Theorem 6.3, so 
only the important differences will be emphasized. 
(i ) Let I be the order ideal of the Riesz ring for M where p(o) E I 
if and only if G;= pi, r + 1 < i<a, where a is the first index such 
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that /I,+ i = /I,. Moreover, Z has order unit p(o’), where D’ = 
(P r + I Y...Y Pr + I 3 B, + 2 9.e.y B,). 
As before, we construct ideals I, which correspond to the jump indices 
of /I. Then I, is isomorphic to a Riesz ring of a primitive quotient of the 
type considered in Lemma 6.6. We conclude that for any y, p(y) 4 Z, that 
there is a positive element f from Z with p(y) > nf, n 3 1. 
(ii) Just as in the proof of 6.3, we may show that as ordered groups, 
Z is isomorphic to the Riesz ring for a/J,. 
Since we are in the non-locally finite situation, we cannot automatically 
make conclusions about the characters of A without further considerations. 
Let T be any semilinite lower semicontinuous trace of % (which 
corresponds to a representation of Sp( co)). It is clear that there is a 
corresponding function t on 9 + where t : .!4? + + [0, cc 1. Suppose 
M= Ker( T). We shall continue to use T to denote the corresponding 
faithful trace on VI/M. Then T( P(y)) = co, for any p(y) 4 I. As noted in Sec- 
tion 3, there is an ideal B of A which corresponds to I- q’“‘(a) E B if and 
only if p(o)~Z. Also, as elements of A, pi B. Consider qCk’(Y)$ B. 
Then q’k’(Y)=P(Y)(l -p$),) where j= 1~1. Hence, qCk’(Y)>np(y)o 
p(o’)( 1 -pjy,) # 0, by checking the branching rules. By [3], T is uniquely 
determined by its trace coefficient system { T(q’“)(a)); o E d,(A)}. Since 
these coefficients are uniquely determined by { T(p(a)); and,}, any 
such T is given by a positive linear fuctional on Z, hence on the Riesz group 
S for a/J,. Renormalizing, if necessary, the linear functional on S that 
corresponds to T establishes the theorem. 
Remark. As in [3], we may show that ‘?I/M is stably isomorphic to an 
ideal of VI/J,,,,. 
We can now state our final classification theorem for characters and 
primitive ideals. 
Recall that we call a C*-algebra finite if it admits a faithful finite trace. 
6.8. THEOREM. Let J= J(a) be a primitive ideal of Sp( oo), with quotient 
algebra A = a/J. Then 
(1) A is type Z andfinite if and only if CI = (0, O,...,); 
(2) J is the kernel of a traceable irreducible representation if and only 
if it contains only finitely many nonzero entries, none of which is infinite; 
(3) A is finite and antiliminary if and only if J is integral and does not 
have the form of (1); 
(4) A is antiliminary and non-finite $and only if J is non-integral and 
does not have the form of (2). In this case, J is the kernel of an infinite 
normal representation of Sp( 00 ). 
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Remark. For Sp( co), the natural map from Fucn(Sp( cc )), the space of 
quasi-equivalence classes of normal representations, to Prim(Sp(oo)) is a 
surjection. We saw that this is not true for U(m) [3]. 
We now consider the realization problem. The traceable irreducible 
representations may be constructed either by means of maximal symmetry 
classes of tensors as suggested by Krillov [9] or by our extension of 
holomorphic induction [2]. The finite normal representations of Sp(oc) 
may be realized by restricting the models for the finite normal represen- 
tations given in [20]. Now, the arguments we gave in [3, Theorem 3.81 
are easily adapted to the symplectic group to give: 
6.9. THEOREM. Every normal representation of Sp( co) may be realized as 
a subrepresentation of a finite normal representation with a traceable 
irreducible representation. 
Remarks. Preliminary study of the tensor products of normal represen- 
tations suggest that these products decompose discretely. 
We would like to make a comment concerning the topology of 
Prim(Sp(ac!)), since this topology play a role in the study of connected 
locally compact groups. It follows by direct calculation that non-integral 
primitive ideals are locally closed points, while the non-type I integral 
primitive ideals are not locally closed points. It would be interesting to find 
a topological condition for a point in the primitive ideal space of an AF- 
algebra to be the kernel of a normal representation. 
7. K-THEORY OF THE PRIMITIVE QUOTIENT WITH SIGNATURE (1, l,...,) 
Renault [ 151 has calculated the &-group of the U( I)-invariant sub- 
algebra of the CAR. As noted in [17], this algebra is isomorphic to the 
primitive quotient of C*( U( co )) which corresponds to the representations 
in the anti-symmetric tensors. In this section, we study the analogous 
situation for Sp( cc ). In particular, we determine &(A ), where A = ‘%/J(a), 
2 = (1, l,...,) which corresponds to the representations in the isotropic 
antisymmetric tensors. 
We first give the Bratteli diagram 9 of A. We denote the node in that 
corresponds to the represention (I’, O,..., 0) E Sp(2n) A as cr(n,j). By the 
branching rules, we have, for i< n, that the node a(n,j) goes to 
u(n+ I,j)+2a(n+ l,j+ l)+a(n+ l,j+2) while a(n,n) goes to nodes 
a(n+l,n)+a(n+l,n+l). Hence, giis 





. . . . . . . 
7.1. THEOREM. &(A ) z Z[A], where the order is given us f~ Z[A] is 
positive if and only iff (A) > 0, 0 < II 6 a. 
Proof: We divide the argument into steps. 1. The faithful extremal 
traces t on A are parametrized by 1~ (0, l/4]. 
To see this, consider the Bratteli diagram structure of A. From this, it 
follows that t is uniquely determined by its value at the node ~(1, 1). By 
Theorem 2.4, t is specified by a finite character p of Sp( co) which, in turn, 
is given by restricting to Sp( co) a finite character p of U( co) with 
generating function f (z) = ( 1 + az)/( 1 + a), 0 d a < co. If TE U(2) has eigen- 
values z and w, then p(T) = (1 + az)( 1 + a~)/( 1 + a)*. Recalling that 
Sp(2) E SU(2), we have that the trace coefficient at the node ~(1, 1) is the 
coefficient of (z + w) in p 1 U(2), which is seen to be a/( 1 + a)‘, 0 <a < co. 
Note that if a = 0, the trace t is not faithful. It now follows that the faithful 
extremal traces are given by A = u/(1 +a)‘, so 0 < 1 <b. Write t = t,, 
2 E (0,4-j. 
2. Prim(A) = {J,; n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., }, where J, is the ideal whose diagram 
emanates from the node a(n, n). 
3. Because the extremal traces are multiplicative functionals, we have 
that the trace coefficient at the node a(n, n) is A”, by using Lepowsky’s 
result [lo]. 
4. Thus, K,(A) r Z[A], as abelian groups. 
5. To determine the order structure on Z[A] induced by K,(A), we 
use the positivity theorem of Vershik and Kerov [18]. 
Case (a). Suppose f E E[A] with f (0) # 0. Then the smallest order ideal 
containing f is all of &(A). So, ti(f) =f (A) > 0, 0 < A 6 d if and only iff > 0 
as an element of &(A). 
Case (b). Suppose f(0) = 0. Then we factor f(A) as A”g(A), with 
g(0) # 0. Then K,(J,) is the smallest order ideal containingf: Since the only 
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faithful traces on J, arise from the restriction of faithful traces of A [22], 
we have:S>O if and only ifg>O if and only ifg(L)>O, O<I<$. 
The theorem now follows. 
7.2. COROLLARY. A is stably isomorphic to the SU(2)-invariant sub- 
algebra A, of the CAR. 
Proof: Wassermann calculated &(A,) in his thesis [22]. Thus, the 
&-groups of these algebras agree. 
Remarks. After we established Theorem 7.1, we compared directly the 
Bratteli diagrams of A and A,. On examination, it follows that the diagram 
of A can be obtained from the diagram of A, by omitting every other line 
and rejoining the nodes appropriately. As a consequence of this obser- 
vation, the above proof yields yet another method of finding &(A,). The 
representation theory of A, has recently been developed by Baker and 
Powers [ 11, so we have the same type of development for Sp( a) as that 
for U(m) [17]. 
The techniques of this paper may be directly applied to the infinite 
special orthogonal group SO(co); however, the case of Spin(z) is not as 
clear. The difficulty lies in the fact that the natural copy of U(n) c SO(2n) 
does not lift to Spin(2n). Rather, a certain covering of U(n) does. Hence, it 
is not immediate that the technique of Section 1 applies. We would like to 
note one fact, though, about Spin(co) concerning the primitive quotient of 
C*(Spin(co)) which contains signatures of the form (l/2, l/2,..., l/2. O,..., 
0). This is the primitive quotient for representations in the basic spin 
representations. The Bratteli diagram for this quotient is 
(;I 
1; ;, 
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Thus, C*(Spin(co)) has a simple quotient which is isomorphic to the UHF 
algebra of the Canonical Anticommutation Relations. Thus, Spin( co ) 
possesses readily available families of factor representations (cf. [ 131). 
Note added in proof: After this paper was written, the calculation of the &-group of the 
SU(Z)-invariant subalgebra of the CAR algebra was published by D. Handelman and W. 
Rossmann in “Product type actions of finite and compact groups,” Indiana Math. J. 33 (1984). 
479-509. More generally, the theory of Riesz rings and their application to AF-algebras has 
been extensively developed by D. Handelman, especially in his paper “Positive polynomials 
and product type actions of compact groups,” Mem. Amer. Math. Sot. 320 (1985). 
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